સૌયાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવસિટી – રાજકોટ
૩મારના તારીખ અંતિમ વિકેતાથી પાસેથી સીસલબસ કવરમાં
નીચે દશિવેલ Pathology તેમજ X-Ray ના સાધનો નાં બાબતો
મોડલાવામાં આવ્યા છે.

Pathology તેમજ X-Ray નાં સાધનો માટે નું ટેન્ડર
કોન્સટ ટેન્ડર ખેમે વિજેતા સાથે યુનિવસિટીના પ્રધામ અને
નીચે શાળીવાર, રચના અને જુઓ રજાના ઇન્સ્ટિટ્યુટ શિક્ષણ
સમાચાર ૧૧:૦૦ સી. ૨:૦૦ સુધી ૩૧૦૦/- તેકડા સરસ્વતી હેલ્થ
સેન્ટર ભારતી તા.૧૧/૧૨/২০૧૪ સુધી માટે લખખે. અહીં સૌયાષ્ટ્ર
યુનિવસિટીને વેબસાઇટ www.saurashtrauniversity.edu
પરથી ટેન્ડર કરી શકશે. ટેન્ડર કરેલા ટેન્ડર સાથે કે ૩૧૦૦/-
ની અલગ D.D.નેમારા, સૌયાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવસિટીના નાભનો જોડાનો
યહેલે. બાલો સ્ટ્ટચલા કે ન
સ્ટ્લીકાયલા આ અંજેનો અનધકાર યુનિવસિટીનો
યહેલે.

અહીં ટેન્ડર ખેમે વિજેતા ટેન્ડરની રીત ખેમે ની EMD
નેમારા, સૌયાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવસિટી’થી શાળિવાર
સરસ્વતી દેશારસારવર મારતમ ખેમેડિકેલ D.D. સાથે
તા.૧૧/૦૭/૨૦૧૪ સુધીમાં રાજકોટ પોસ્ટ / સ્ટ્રીટાઇલ / ઇંડેસ્ટિટ્યુટ શિક્ષણ,
કેલી સાથ, સૌયાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવસિટી’રાજકોટ-૬” ને
સમય સવારે ૦૮:૦૦ સી. ૧૦:૦૦ અને
સાંજે ૦૩:૦૦ સી. ૦૫:૦૦ વાયરૂપ સુધીમાં
ભારતી વેબસાઇટ www.saurashtrauniversity.edu
પરથી ટેન્ડર કરી શકશે. આ અંજેનો અનધકાર
યુનિવસિટીનો
યહેલે.

પ્રષ્ણ કરવા પર “Pathology તેમજ X-Ray નાં સાધનો
માટે નું ટેન્ડર” તેમ સમય હશયાદામાં રહેશે. બાબતો
રાજકોટ યુનિવસિટીની
અનધકાર યુનિવસિટીની
રહેશે.

પ્રશ્ને/ /૨૦૧૪
કૃષીસિવિ
SAURASHTRA UNIVERSITY
RAJKOT

Tender Form

Date: /07/2014
Tender Fee: Rs. 1000/-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of Instrument</th>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-part Hematology Analyzer</td>
<td>Sysmex japan (TRANSASIA)</td>
<td>Sysmex XP 100</td>
<td>With 20 parameters</td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Biochemistry Analyzer</td>
<td>Erba diagnostics mennheim gmbh</td>
<td>EC 5 PLUS V2</td>
<td>Semi automatic</td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ultrasound System with Standard Specification</td>
<td>Samsung (south Korea)</td>
<td>SONO ACE T6</td>
<td>Convex Probe TV Probe</td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High Frequency X-Ray Machine with POLYSKOP B Table</td>
<td>SIEMENS</td>
<td>Radiography range from 40 kv to 125 kvp</td>
<td>mA range:64 to 200mA, mAs range:1.25 to 200mAs output as per IS 7620</td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Computerized Digital X-Ray</td>
<td>Fuzi</td>
<td>Prima T2 with Dry pix Plus</td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name of Tenderer: 
Address: 
Ph. No.: 
Mobile /Fax / No.: 
Sign & seal of party
Terms & Conditions:

1) This tender form in sealed cover superscripted with “Pathology & X-Ray Machine” must reach Medical Officer, Health Centre, Saurashtra University, Rajkot – 360 005. on or before Date:- 15-07-2014

2) The Net prices are inclusive all types of taxes freights and installation Charges.

3) As the quantity shown in tender is indicative university may purchase more number of items at the given rate during the validity of rates mentioned by the vendor.

4) Validity of rates must be for at least one month however supplier may extend the validity.

5) University reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without assigning any reason.

6) IF not mentioned with specification, the supplier must provide minimum 1 year onsite warranty.

7) All transaction will be subject to Rajkot Jurisdiction.

8) Any tender received after due date and time will not be accepted.

9) The tender form should be filled up in the format provided. There should be no over writing, however if there is overwriting – it should be initialed with the affixing of the seal of the tenderer, otherwise it will be considered as invalid.

10) The literature and the specification of the items are to be submitted along with the filled tender form, if necessary.

11) The tenderer shall be bound to supply the ordered items as per terms and at the accepted rates within the stipulated time period after receiving the Final order. Failing which the order shall be cancelled.

12) Any conditions from the tenderer for sending the goods shall not be entertained and that such tenders are liable to be rejected.

13) If the goods are sent by train, road or air transport only freight paid receipt should be sent. No payment for transportation shall be made by the Institute.

14) Fixed Deposit Receipt/Demand Draft from nationalized bank in the joint name of Registrar, Saurashtra University, Rajkot and yourselves of 5% of Tender Value for a period of six months is to be attached with tender as a deposit.

15) You have to install the item and make it in satisfactory working condition within stipulated time period mentioned in the order.

16) The deposit is liable to be forfeited if Party fails to supply ordered Item within stipulated time period mentioned in the order.

17) The above specifications are desired minimum. However, higher specification in regard to the base specification,(matched nearest higher side specification) may be appreciated for consideration.

18) Purchase order will be issued as and when the need arise. Bidders are bound to supply the required quantity during contract period. Payment of items will be made after successful installation and inspection procedures.
19) The university may arrange a technical discussion meet to clarify technical queries & all parties submitting quotations are to remain present in the meeting where at final offer on university demand for items selected by university after technical discussion. The parties may be asked to offer final price for items asked for by university.

20) For any matter in this regard the direction of Registrar will be final and binding to all the concerned parties.

21) The Bidder shall not be under a declaration of ineligibility or corrupt or fraudulent practices or blacklisted with any of the Government agencies. Declaration in this regard by the Partner / Director /Proprietor on the stamp paper of Rs.50/-.

22) The Tenderer should invariably submit his tender in three sealed covers separately namely (1) E.M.D covers (2) Technical bid cover. (3) Commercial bid.

23) Technical bid cover should contain along with attested copies of GST and CST registration certificate, and copy of VAT Return.

24) Tenderer should also furnish the details on nature of constitution of their firm; names and addresses of the partners/proprietors/directors and also the details of sister concerns if any. Also specify details or documents requested in tender enquiry.

25) In case of a refusal to execute the work by the successful bidder, the security deposit shall be forfeited.

26) Bidder must provide escalation matrix for supply and warranty related matters including contact details.

Name of Tenderer:
Address:

Ph. No.:
Mobile /Fax / No.:

Sign & seal of party: